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Abstract 

The relationship between the structure of a domain and the complexity of computing over 
that domain is a fundamental question of computer sCÎence. This paper studies how the 
structure of the real numbers constrains the behavior of computable real functions. In 
particular. we uncover a close correlation between the structure of the zero set of a com

putable real function , and the complexity of the zeros. We show that computable real 

functions with hard solutions perforce have many solutions. Furthermore, as the complex
ity of solutions increases. the number of solutions incre刮目. We prove that computable 

real functions with nonrecursive, nonarithmetical , or random zeros have solution sets that 
are. respectively, infinite ‘ uncountable, or of positive measure. In addition , we shO\v that 
the computational complexity of the zero set of a computable real function is limited by its 
to严logical complexity. 

These results suggest an emerging paradigm-the inability of machines to name complex 
strings can serve as the basis of powerful proof techniques in computational complexity 

theory. 
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Hertz Foundation Fellowship. and NSF Research Grant DCR-852059i. 
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1 Overviewand Background 

1.1 Overview 

In this paper, we s~k to connect the behavior of a computable function with the prop

erties of the points in its domain. The real numbers , a domain of fundamental importance. 
are our focus. 

Informally, a computable real function is a function f :就→提 such that there is a 
Turing machine which , given an oracle that provides an arbitrarily accurate version of its 

input. comput臼 arbitrarily close approximations of the function value at that input (see 
part 1 of De负面tion 2.1). As is standard , we assume throughout this paper that all our 
computable real functions are over the compact domain [0 , 1], and are total on this domain. 

A zero of a function f is a solution of the equation f( x) = O. It is tempting to say 
that a computable real function cannot have a random zer命-as the machine computing the 
function would itself name the zero. The function f( x) = 0 provides a quick counterexample 
to that temptation. This function has many random zeros , however they are so well hidden 
in a crowd of zeros that they are not easily named. 

This paper is a study of how dense a crowd various types of zerωn~ in order to hide 
successfully. We show that: 

1. a computable real function with a nonrecursive zero must have infinitely many zeros , 

2. a computable real function with a zero that falls out of a numerical analog of the 

arithmetical hierarchy must have an uncountable number of zeros , and 

3. a computable real function that has a Chaitin random zero must have a zero set of 

posItlve measure. 

In fact. a finer look at result 2 shows that the number of times one n~ apply a 
concentration point operator to a zero set to reduce it to a finite set yields an upper bound 
on the complexity of the members of that zero set within the arithmetical number hierarchy. 

Thus. the computational complexity of the zero set of a computable real function is limited 
by the zero set's point-set topological complexity. 

Finally、 we give exampl臼 ~howing that sorne of these results are near-optimal. In result 

3 above one can neitþer strengthen the conclusion to state that there is an open interval of 

zeros. nor use weaker typ四 of randomness and still conclude that there is positive measure. 

In result 2 above, the conclusion ca.nnot be strengthened to state that the zero set is of 
posítí ve measure. 

This abstract is orga.niz饭i as follows. Section 2 presents definitions and notations. 
Section 3 presents theorems rel a.ting the cornplexity and number of zeros of a computable 

real function. Section 4 explor西 the opti mali ty of these r臼ults. Section 5 pr臼ents some 

open problems and areas for further r臼earch.
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1.2 Background 

Discrete structures play a central role in computer science. Yet science and the real 
world often deal in functions whose domain and range are the reals. Turing. in the first 
paragraph of his famous 1936 paper initiated the search for a computational theory of real 
numbers and functions: 

Although the subject of this paper is ostensibly the computable numbers, 

it is almost equally easy to define and inv臼tigate computable functions of... a 
real or computable variable... 1 hope shortly to give an account of the relations 
of the computable numbers , functions , and so forth to one another. This will 
include a development of the theory of functions of a real variable expr臼sed in 
terms of computable numbers [Tur36 , p. 230]. 

Turing never fulfilled his hope. N evertheless , the field that his words launched , recursive 

analysis , has generated many inter臼ting results over the years [Rob51 ,Ric54,TW80,KF82 ‘ 

K083 ,NY83,Fri84,K086.PT86J. These results study various models of real computation and 
real numbers [K083] , the analogs of classical analysis for computable functions [KF82], the 
class of operators under which the computable real functions are closed [PR83] , the connec
tions between the structure of feasi ble complexi ty classes and integration and maxirnization 
of certain functions [Mul86 ,Fri84] , and the connections between discrete and continuous 

computation [PT86]. 
This paper takes a different approach一-exploring the correlation between the structure 

of the reals and the solutions of computable real functions-that sheds new light on the 
behavior of computable real functions. 

2 Definitions 

In this section, we review the definitions of computable real functions , recursive numbers. 
and randomness 、 and pr臼ent an analog, for real numbers , of the arithmetical hierarchy. 

2.1 Computable Real Functions 

The definition ofa computable real function captures the idea that close domain points 

must map to cl06e valu臼. The domain points are expressed in terms of an oracle, which 

can be queried to get a good approximation of a real value. 

Definition 2.1 [K086] 

1. A computable real function is a function f 黄→就 such that there is an oracle 

Turing machine M so for each x εR and each function <þ for which Iφ(j) - xl 三
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2-J • the function ψcompllted by Af with oracle φ (i .e. ， ψ(n) = MØ( n)) satisfies: 
|ψ(n)-f(x)J 三 2-n .

2. Let f be a continuous function on [a , b]. A function m : N • N is said to be a modu/us 
function of f on [a ‘ b] if ('v'n ε N)( 'v'x ， y ε 扣 ， b])[Jx - yJ 三 2-m(n) => Jf(x) - f(y)J $ 
2- n ]. 

The definition of computable real functions is rather robust , and is equlvalent to other 
defir山ions [Grz55][K086, p. 11]. For the rest of this paper, we'll take computable real 
function to mean total comp川able real functions on the domain [0. 1]. Many properties 
of such functions follow from the definition. In particular, any computable real function 
(on a compact domain) is uniformly continuous and has a computable modulus of uniform 
continuity [Grz55‘ p.55][KF82、 p.331].

2.2 An Arithmetical Number Hierarchy 

The definition of recursive numbers has become standard [K083] , and is robust. ~Iany 
definitions have been shown to yield the same class [Rob51]. 

Definition 2.2αis a 陀C盯sive， or computable , number (written αεEôum ) if there is a 
total Turi吨 machine M so JM(j) - α| 三 2-).

Definition 2.3αis a 陀cursively enumerable number if there is a total Turing machine .U 

so that Jim M (j) = α. 
J→∞ 

Ko [K083J pr臼ents three definitions of recursively enumerable real numbers , and proves 
that they are not all equlvalent. It is easy to show that a recursively enumerable number 
under any of Ko's definitions is recursively enumerable under ours. The difference is that 
Ko requir臼 the Turing ma.chine that converg臼 toαto be monotonic. 

飞飞'e generalize the concepts of a recursive number and recursively enumerable number , 
and define a hierarchy of numbers computable via machines in the arithmetical hierarchy. 

Definition 2.4αis a Ek-number (written αεETmL k 主 1 ， if there is a Turing machine 
}.I and a set L in E~_l (ofthe classical arithmetical hierarchy ofKleene [Rog67]) such that 
Af L is total and .1im ML(j) = α. A number is an arithmetica/ number if for some k it is a 

J-唱-0。

~k-number. 

In Section 3. this hierarchy will link the topological complexity of a zero set to the 
computational complexity of its members. U the zero set of a computable real function is 

simple. in terms of the number of tim臼 one has to apply a concentration point operator to 

obtain a finite set , then its zeros fall in low levels of the arithmetical number hierarchy. 
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2.3 Randomness 

The theory of randomness appears in two major formulations , which occurred respec
tively in the middle of the 1960s and 1970s , The second formulation-due to Chaitin and 
Levin [Cha ì4,Lev74 ,Cha82]-was a rather radical departure from the first formulation-due 
to Chaitin, Kolmogorov, and Solomonoff [Cha66,Ko165 ,So164] , The first formulation defined 
the complexity of a string as the size of the smallest program computing the string. In con
trast , the second formulation defined the complexity of a string to be the size of the smallest 
self- delimiting program-a program such that the head of the universal machine do臼 not

run off the program's edge during the decoding一-computing the string. The motivation for 
the change was to allow the joint information of two strings to satisfy the same equation 
as the entropy function of ir巾rmation theory [Cha82]. Essentially, with self-delimiti鸣 pro

grams you can concatenate subroutines without having to spend a logarithmic number of 
bits to describe the location of the boundary. Though the first formulation still is often 
used , we adopt the elegant Chaitin-Levin formulation. 

Definition 2.5 A number αis Chaitin random if 3c\fn H ( αn) 主 n - c, where αn denotes 
the first n bits of α. Here, H (.) is the self-delimiti吨 complexity of Chaitin [Cha82] , 

Definition 2.6 A number αis weak-random if 3c\fn H (αn) 主?

3 Connecting the Complexity and Cardinality of Zeros 

The theorems of this section show that computable real functions with complex zeros 
necessarily have many zeros. 

It is easy to s四 that a function with a finite number of zeros has only recursive zeros
each zero is the only zero on some interval , which gives a procedure for finding it. This is 
a slight strengthening of an old r臼1山 of G rzegorczky [G时5] that the zero of a monoton
ically increasing computable real function is recursive. Theorem 3.1 , however, applies to 
nonmonotonic computable real functions and to computable real functions that touch the 

x-axis without crossing it. 

Theorem 3.1 Let f be a computable real function and let Zf = {α|αε[0 ， 1] and f(α) = 
O} , If Zf contains a nonrecursive number (Z, cl ~öum) then Zf is an infinite set. 

Proof Sketch Assume Zf is finite. A dyadic value is a number of the form k/21 , where 
ιlε{O， 1. 2,.. .} and 0 三 k 三 21 ， i.e. , a fraction with a finite binary repr臼entation ， Dyadic 
points are useful as they are eàsily and exactly described. Let z be an arbitrary element of 

Zf. Since Z, is finite , there are dyadic valu臼 αand b so z E (a , b) , and z is the only zero 
of f on [α . b]. The modulus of uniform continuity of a computable function on a compact 
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domain is computable [Grz55 ,KF82]. 50 by sampling f at sufficiently fine dyadic points of 
(α ， b) ， we effectively can trap the zero in an arbitrarily small interval , and thus z is recursive. 

E 
Carrying this further , a computable real function with nonarithmetical zeros must have 

uncountably many zeros. We prove this by showing that if the zero set could be thinned 

via a topological "concentration point" operator. then the zeros would be forced into the 
arithmetical number hierarchy, as quantification has the power to describe the existence of 
concentration points of computable real functions. 

A pointαis a concentration point of set A if every open bal1 around αcontains an 
infinite number of points in A [Rudï4]. Given a closed set A , one can speak of the sequence 
of sets: A ;2 the set of concentration points of A 主 the set of concentration points of the 

set of concentration points of A ;2 …. By observing that when this sequence eventually 
vanishes the points in A belong to the arithmetical number hierarchy, Theorem 3.2 prov臼

that nonarithmetical numbers only appear in uncountable zero sets. 

Theorem 3.2 Let f be a computable real function and let Z, = {α|αε[0 ‘ 1] and f(α) = 
O}. If some member of Z, is a nonarithmetical number then Z, is an uncountable set. 

Proof Sketch If Z, were countable, it might have concentration points (points so that 

each open bal1 around them has an infinite number of points of Z f) , and might have con
centration points of concentration points and so on, but only finitely far. That is , for each 

computable f with a countable number of zeros. there ex.ists an i so that ICp(i)(Z,)1 < ∞
where Cp(i) means the concentration pOillt operator iterated j times and Cp(A) = {x Ix is a 

concelltration point of A}. Lemma 3.3 shows that the zero's of f are al1 in the arithmetical 

number hierarchy. I 

Lemma 3.3 Let 1 be a computable real function such that ICp(i)(Z,)1 < ∞. Then Z, ç 
τ、 num

""'2i+2' 

This lemma is of independent interest. We interpret it to mean that , for computable real 
functions: 

The computational complexity of the zero set is limited by the lopological 

complexity 01 the zero set. 

The approach ofthe lemma's proofis simply to observe that Lo = {<呐 > IZ， 门归 ， b] = 
ø and α .b are dyadic} is recursively enumerable (via the modulus function-the reason we 

don t claim that it is recursive is that the function might meet the x ax.is without crossing 

it) , and that L1 = {<α ‘ b> IGp( Z, n [a , b]) 并 ø and α ， b are dyadic} is in rrg (since it is all 
(α ， b) such that for all j there ex.ists a sequence of 2j dyadic points a < d1 <… < d2j < b 

such that < d1, d2 >,< d3 , d4 >,....< d2i-l , d2i > areeachin Lo) , etc. UsillganL 1 oracle, 
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we can quickly get good approximations to the location of a concentration point that is the 
only concentration point in some open interval. This is the i = 1 case of Lemma 3.3-the 
other cases are similar. Please note that Lemma 3.3 is not tight. Indeed, the proof just 
alluded to actually gives a "ð2码" bound , and tighter bounds may be po叫ble.

Tru1y random zeros force a computable real function to have uncountably many zeros. 
The proof shows that by using dyadic decomposition and the computable modulus of uni

form continuity of a computable real function. we can find short names for every zero of a 

computable real function that has μ(Zf) = O-thus such zeros are nonrandom. The crucial 
point is that we can not afford to spend the bits needed to describe the fineness of the 
dyadic decomposition. Thus , we structure our short names to implicitly incorporate this 
information. 

Theorem 3 .4 Let f be a computable real function and let Zf = {α|αε[0 ， 1] and f(α) = 
O}. If Z, contains a Chaitin random number, then μ(Z，) > O. 

Proof Sketch Imagine breaking [0, 1] into 2J length 2-; segments and using the modulus 

function of f to declare each as "may contain a zero" or "clearly does not contain a zero." 

If we haveμ(Z，) = 0 we claim there is a short name for each zero, and thus the zeros are 
not random. The short name is: 

"The ihh dyadic segment that is not known to be nonzero in the Tj (dyadic 
tree with 2j length 2- j intervals) that has the smallest j for which at most 号
segments still threaten to contain a zero," 

where c is a highly compressible number. The trick involved is that this avoids explicitly 

including the value j. 

For this approach to work , we need to know that the complement of Zf can be "covered 

from inside." i.e. , that Z f contains sets of dyadic intervals of measure arbitrarily close to 

one, which is proven by Lemma 3.5. I 

Lemma 3.5 Let Tj be the tree of2) length 2-; intervals dividing [0 , 1]. If f is a computable 

real function and μ(Z，) = 0, then as j →∞ the length of the segments of Tj known (via 
the modulus function) to hav~ no zero approaches 1. 

The lemma is proven as follows. f is a computable real function , so f is continuous. so 

Z, is closed ‘ so Zf is open. A standard result from analysis is that: 
Fact [Rud 74, R臼u1t 2.19( d)J Every nonempty open set in 费 is a countable union of 

disjoint half-open dyadic segments. 
Thus‘写 (when it is non-empty) is a countable union of disjoint dyadic half-open inter

vals whose measure totals 1. and each of these intervals itself is estimated arbitrarily closely 

by dyadic intervals that the modulus function prov臼 to contain no zero. 
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4 Bounding Examples 

Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 show that if a computable real function has zeros with a certain 
degree of complexity, then the function has many zeros. It is natural to ask the following 
question. Can we strengthen the theorems by reducing the degree of complexity we assume 

to prove a given abundance of zeros ‘ or by increasing the abundance of zeros that we can 
prove from a given complexity of the zero set? 

This section proves that the theorems cannot be substantially strengthened in this way. 
We do so by providing counterexamples to strengthened versions of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4. 

The following theorem shows that the use of Chaitin randomness in Theorem 3.4, is 
crucial. If we use weak-randomness , we loose our guarantee of measure. Theorem 4.1 also 
shows that the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 cannot be strengthened to show positive measure. 

Theorem 4.1 There is a computable real function that has weak-random and nonarith
metical zeros , yet has a zero set of measure zero. 

Proof Sketch Fo11ow the Cantor set construction , but construct a function by making 

each subtracted segment into a "八" (a bump of nonzeros) with the bumps at stage n of 

height 2-n • Our function is the infini te limi t of this proc臼s. It is a computable real 
function , and has a11 the Cantor points as zeros. Thus , by the nature of the Cantor set , our 
function has a zero set of measure zero, an uncountable number of zeros (and thus must 
have nonarithmetical zeros) , and a11 its zeros can be compressed by a small multiplicative 
factor (as each point in the Cantor set , written in ternary, chooses only from two of three 

val ues for each ternary digi t )、 even within Chaitin's second formulation of randomn臼s. I 
On the other hand , one might ask if Theorem 3.4 can be strengthened to conclude that 

random zeros imply not only a zero set of pωitive measure. but also an open interval of 
zeros. Theorem 4.2 below shows that we can not so strengthen Theorem 3.4. The proof 

of this is by Cantor's "extended" construction , which leav臼 measure but leaves no open 

intervals, and which , as above, can be converted into a computable real function. 

Theorem 4.2 There is a computable real function f that has Chaitin random zeros , but 

whose zero set contains no open interval. 

5 Conclusions, Related Results , and Open Problems 

This paper proposed and applied the paradigm of studying the behavior of computable 

functions in light of the complexity structure of their domains. We studied the zero sets 

of computable real functions and proved that computable functions with zeros of high 
computational complexity have many zeros. Thus , though in much of mathematics all 
points are treated as equals , for computa.tional purpos臼 this is not the case. The complexity 

of reaI points profoundly constrains the behavior of computable real functions. 
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In fa矶 trus paper reflects an emerging paradigm一the inability of machines to succinctly 
name ?mplexm耶 provides a powerful proof technique in computational complexity 
theory [Nat85,CL86 ,Sip86 ,Hem86]. 

We have also proven independence results about the complexity of pairing computable 
real functions with modulus functions , and of recognizing computable real functions. 

There are some open problems on the optimality of the theorems. Can Theorem 3.1 have 
its conclusion strengthened to "uncountable"? How tight can Lemma 3.3 , wruch connects 
computational and topological complexity, be made? Would the theorems still hold with 
relaxed definitions of computable real functions that , for example, may not be uniformly 
continuous? 

More generally, what other problems and areas can benefit from the approach of studying 
the influence of the complexity of domain points on computable functions over those points? 
N ote. for example、 that all the results of this paper carry over intact to the study of fixed 
points of computable real functions. 

The study of computable functions from integers to integers , the standard model of com
putation, seems an excellent application area for these techniques. Clearly, a computable 
function cannot increa.se the randomness of an input by more than the information con
tent of the macrune. However , further and finer observations about the connection between 
domain complexity and machine behavior may shed light on the constraints implicit in 
computation by Turing machines. 
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A The Relationship Between Measure and Machine Size 

If we fìx a Chaitin random fixed point R , and ask for a machine (computing a real 
function f) M so R is a zero of f but Z, is of very small measure、 the machine M will have 
to be very large (Theorem A.1). For this theorem , we require machines with thier modulus 
function attached to them (though in general , it is not decidable if a pair is a machine 
modulus pair). 

Theorem A.l Fix R , Chaitin random. For all sufficiently small μ ， if f is a computable 
function.μ=μ(Z，)， computed by self-delimiting machine-modulus pair M whose zero set 
contains R. then 

μ(Zf)(log-L-)(loglog-L-Y>-L 
μ(Z， )μ(Z，)' ::.... 21M I' 

(Note: By using better bounds for H(.) , we can get a sequence of stronger and stronger 
versions of this theorem. For example, the next version would replace (loglog 1'(力 )2 with 

(loglog 拮万 )(logloglog 垃万)2.)

This holds for all sufficiently small μ: it is an almost everywhere flavor result. A stronger 
bound can be proven infinitely often. 
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Theorem A.2 Fix R. Chai t.in random. For any monotone increasing recursive function 
g(.) (e.g. log log log n) there is an infini te sequence of 向's that converge to zero and if f 
is a computable function with μ(Z，) < 的 and self-delimiting machine-modulus pair M 
computes f and Z, contains R , then 
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On the other hand 、 there is no recursive relation between how fast the nonzero measure of 
machine's zero sets (necessarily containing Chaitin random points) goes to zero and machine 
size. This does not contradict the previous paragraph and Theorem A.lj in these there was 
a FIXED fixed point , R , shared by the increasingly small intervals. But in showing there 
is no recursive relation between measure and size, we'll have no single fixed point occurring 
in all our zero sets of decreasing measure (Theorem A.3). 

Theorem A.3 There is no recursive relation between how the measure of Z, goes to zero 
and the machine size needed to achieve this small measure. 

This theorem is just a disguised version of the undecidability of the halting problem. 
The halting problem's undecidability implies that there is no recursive relationship between 
machine size and runtime. Let .M'(f) be a relatively small machine with a terribly long 
runtime. Then 

f(z)=max(0 ,z-l 
Runtime( M'(矿、

is computable by a small machine. yet has terribly srnall measure. 
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